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Are you ready to start pulling more weight off the 
floor than your grandma? If so, then get ready for the 

#1 strength training deadlift workout!

If you’re one of those dudes that prefer the  
Planet Fitness style workouts and atmosphere... 

This workout is not for you!

I n s a n e

Workout 3 of Muscle  Camp Las Vegas 
is  absolutely intense. In this  10-minute 

fat blasting workout Vince Del Monte and  
Ryan Faehnle show the camp how to  burn 

fat fast. Checkout this intense workout 
that’ll blast away your stubborn stomach 

fat in 10 minutes flat

Turn to page 11 to find out more   

fat loss

Is your back workout due for an upgrade? 

Get thicker, wider, stronger back muscles 

with these 3 highly effective training tech-

niques! Learn to build a huge back with 

the ultimate back workout for a V-shaped 

back.

The biceps are arguably the most notice-

able and coveted muscle group on the body. 

If you want to develop bigger biceps you 

need to try these brief (but brutal) bicep 

workouts. 

bIg bIcEpS

bUIlD a HUgE back
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tHE barbEll 
coMplEx

rIppED abS 
Here are two fantastic ab workouts for you to try! In 

this brand new muscle camp I’m going to show you 

how to keep the tension on your abs the entire time 

during your ab exercises. This will not only give you 

ripped abs and a solid core, but will also help prevent 

problems such as lower back pain.
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3 cHESt tEcHnIqUES
Your chest program is due for an update. Get 

deeper, wider, stronger pecs with these 3 highly 

effective training techniques! Learn how to build a 

bigger chest with this killer workout.

4

pUMp!

This Shoulder Workout will pump up 

your shoulders like you’ve never felt 

before. Today we’ll be doing a crazy, 

super high volume shoulder workout 

that is sure to make you look bigger 

after just one workout

MaSSIvE SHoUlDErS
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How to bUIlD HUgE lEgS

This one of the toughest and best leg 
workouts on the planet because it 

hits all the muscle fibers in your legs 
in a very short period of time using a 

variety of rep ranges.  
 

Turn to page 8 to find out more....

Want BIG triceps? Today you’ll learn two 
very effective exercises for packing on 
mass to your triceps. 

These tricep exercises are common, but 
with a few subtle changes you’ll notice a 
massive difference in the tension placed on 
your triceps... which will ultimately make 
you develop big triceps!

tHE SEcrEt to 
bIg trIcEpS
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bIggEr
wIDEr SHoUlDErS

MaSSIvE qUaDS
Are you ready to go from “kid-quad” to “quadzilla”? 

Then you’ll  defintely want to checkout these three 

leg exercises in this intense mass building quads 

workout. After these you’ll have trouble walking! 

MUSclE caMp toronto
Muscle camp is back and is better than ever! Check-

out the highlights from Muscle Camp Toronto where 

Vince takes 5 new guys through 3 new muscle build-

ing workouts during 1 unforgettable day!
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gEt rIppED anD Stay bIg!
Want to build muscle and lose fat... 

at the same time? Enter: Strength 
Circuits. These are not your mom and 
dads version of circuit training which 

is often confused with “girly” workout 
routines with light weights and high 

reps. Circuit training workouts like that 
are USELESS and in today’s video you’ll 
learn how to build muscle and how to 

lose fat with STRENGTH CIRCUITS. 
 

Turn to page 15 for more...
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Big, round delts turn average looking physiques into Greek god physiques and 

attract the opposite sex like no other. And how would you like to learn the 

SMARTER way to train your shoulders to pack on mass quicker than your fellow 

gym buddies? That’s exactly what we’ll be teaching you in this shoulder workout 

for mass. Turn To Page 14 to learn how...
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Are you ready to start pulling more off the floor than your 
grandma? If so, then get ready for the #1 strength training 
deadlift workout!

If you’re one of those dudes that prefer the Planet Fitness 
style workouts and atmosphere...

This workout is NOT for you!

You will be challenged to the max - Physically and Mentally...

But if you can stick with this workout, after a few weeks 
you will have everyone in your gym wondering... 

“HOW YOU GOT SO STRONG!?!”

You’ll often be asked “what you’re on” (even though you’ve 
never taken “the juice” before).

Yes, it’s one of those satisfyingly annoying benefits of being 
one of the BIGGEST and STRONGEST guys in your gym.

And once you’re able to start pulling big numbers off the 
floor, not only will your back, legs, core and grip strength 
skyrocket...

But you’ll also pack on muscle to your entire frame.

Why? 

Because Deadlifts are a TOTAL body exercise. 

Hence why you often hear deadlifts referred to as “the king 
of total-body exercises”.

So if you’re ready to start lifting heavier loads and become 
the BEAST of your gym it’s time for some...
 
DEADLIFTS

a great cue
When doing deadlifts the correct 

form is essential. Coach Ryan gives a 

great cue in this muscle camp video 

for keeping good form throughout 

the movement and it’s simple!

1. Crack the Bar Off the Ground

2. Do a Backflip!

Think about cantilevering your 

shoulders back and that’ll keep the 

bar close. 

the DeaDlift series
- ExERCISE -               - SERIES -     - TEMPO -

SNATCH GRIP DEADLIFTS           2x5           41x0              
6 SECOND PAUSE AT ALL 3 POSITIONS

SNATCH GRIP DEADLIFT ON FLOOR          2x4           3020                 
2 SECOND PAUSE 2“ OFF THE FLOOR 

CLEAN GRIP DEFICIT DEADLIFTS           2x3           31x0 
8 SECOND ECCENTRIC ON LAST REP

CLEAN GRIP DEADLIFTS ON FLOOR          2x2           31x0

CLEAN GRIP BLOCk PULLS           2x1           20x0



Building a huge V-shaped 
back is something we 
dream about doing. At 
Muscle Camp, Austin. 
Vince goes through a 
fantastic set of exercises 

for working every fiber of your back. 
Most guys have trouble activating their 
lats and they end up putting it into 
their traps and biceps and end up with 
a disproportionate body.  In this set 
Vince starts with functional hypertro-
phy clusters followed by constant ten-
sion timed sets finally finishing off with 
omni sets. Every component will be 
exhausted and allow for fast growth.

- ExERCISE -       - SETS -       - REST -

E x E r c i s E  1

WIDE GRIP PULL UPS        5x (4, 4, 4)       2 min  
30x1 Tempo - 15 seconds rest between each 4 reps        

E x E r c i s E  2

BENT OVER SUPPORTED DB ROWS     5 @ 45S       1 min 
CONSTANT TENSION TIMED SETS 

E x E r c i s E  3

OMNI DEADLIFTS   3 x FAILURE        1 min     

SET 1: WIDE GRIP

SET 2: CLEAN GRIP

SET 3: SHOULDER WIDTH GRIP

These exercises will work a wide spectrum of muscle 
fibres. When you are done this workout every compo-
nent of your back will be exhausted which will allow 
you to grow your muscles fast! Back is one of those 
body parts a lot of guys have trouble with! Follow 
these exercises to move outside your comfort zone!

the ultiMate BacK 
WOrKOut

Follow this set of exercises and you will have massive lats 
in no time!

BuilDing a Big
V-shapeD BacK 

THE ULTIMATE BACk WORkOUT: UPPER, MIDDLE & LOWER
 BACk ExERCISES FOR A V-SHAPED BACk

pull-ups or 
pull-Outs 

1. keep your trunk moving up and 

down (aligned) 

2. create an arc with your elbows, 

push out! not pull up! a pullout 

will build muscle in your lats. pull 

ups are just for reps 

3. when you start to fail just do 

a small range of motion to keep 

engaging the back! 

“Pull out! Not 
up! To engage 

the lats”

A great cue for 
deadlifts is to 

imagine driving 
your feet through 

the ground

Muscle Camp 
Austin, Texas 



2-easy MOVes fOr Bigger Biceps 

 exercIse 1 - BuDDy curls to faIlure
With a partner each take turns curling till failure
with a barbell. Rest during your partners set!

 exercIse 2 - IsoMetrIc curls
3 Sets 

12 reps

3 reps - Normal Bicep Curls (While one arm is

working hold the other half way)

3 reps - Hammer Curls (While one arm is 

working hold the other half way

3 reps - Normal Bicep Curls (While one arm is

working hold the other half way)

3 reps - Hammer Curls (While one arm is 

working hold the other half way

you shoulD Be afraID to flex!
That’s how hard you want to be working! 

H ow do you get 
more from 
your biceps? 
One concept 
Vince and Mike 
explain is how 

you can get more out of less. 
How can we do this? One way 
is by acknowledging that the 
elbow is a hinge joint. You 
need to make sure you are 
moving in the correct plane of 
motion. 

When doing any bicep exercise 
you need to make sure you 
are contracting the muscle! 
Really squeezing the bicep! 
Further you need to fully 
contract the muscle extend-
ing your arm all the way then 
flexing fully! These 2 simple 
moves will build huge arms. 
You don’t need a lot of weight 
to build massive biceps! If 
you can imagine squeezing 
an imaginary pencil sitting 
between your forearms and 
your biceps you’ll work your 
biceps like they’ve never been 
worked before. 

isometric curls
After 2 sets of the iso 
curls your biceps will 
be absolutely pumped. 
Working through a full 
range of motion the pump 
you’ll have will add an 
inch on your arms easily! 

the Misconception
The common misconcep-
tion is that you need to 
blast your biceps with a 
ton of exercises. The re-
ality is that if you train 
your biceps properly, you 
don’t need a lot of reps 
or sets to build massive 
arms. If maintain control 

throughout the full range 
of motion and maintain 
your form there is no 
reason you can’t build big 
arms 

a great Mindset
If the mind is willing the 
body will follow.

 The Biceps are 
argueaBly The MosT

 coveTed Muscle group



Your chest program is due for an up-
date. Get deeper, wider, stronger pecs 
with these 3 highly effective training 
techniques!

in thiS workout Mike and Vince take 
you through a series of 3 exercises. The 
first being the Incline Barbell Press.
 
the incline BarBell preSS 
> In this exercise we are doing clusters 
taking a 6-7 rep max and doing 3 mini 
sets of 4 reps for 12 reps/set. You are 
doing 10 second intraset rest periods 
and taking 2 minutes rest between 
sets. Each set you should be losing 
reps. 

flat neutral grip cheSt preSS
> In this exercise Vince and Mike use 
constant tension timed sets. Through-
out each set you work for 45s moving 
the weight. What you might find is 
that this ends up being a lot of reps. 
If you only get 25s in, hold the weight 
somewhere in the rep range to keep 

engaging your muscles.

oMni puSh upS
> These are essentially mechanical 
advantage drop sets. We are making 
it easier set to set. Each set we are 
working till failure. If you start failing 

just give partials at the top!

a Big chest
tip for perSonal 

trainerS
COACHING
You should be able to coach your clients 
from a distance.  The key to that   is 
knowing what to tell them so that they 
can take  the assisters out of it and   iso-
late better on what they are acutu-
ally trying  to get out of the workout . 
 

- exercise -                      - sets-   -rest-
incline BarBell Press        5             2 min 
(w/ 3 mini sets of 4, 10s rest between) 
Flat neutral GriP Press   5             1 min 
(constant tension for 45s/set)       
Omni Push uPs                          3             1 min    
(working till failure each set adding plates) 

hyperTrophy for growTh
Different training effects occur by training 
at different rep ranges. Training from 8-12 
reps develops muscle size. 

 LEARN 3 SIMPLE TECHNIqUES FOR BUILDING A 
  MASSIVE CHEST

By the 3rd or 4th set you should be losing reps. 
That’s how you know you picked a good weight.  
This is a safe and strategic way to get stronger.

3 SiMple techniqueS

The dumbbells should be travelling 
through the path of the joint in the 

biggest arc possible

Think about pushing the ground 
away from you and keeping inward 

tension with the hands. 



During this workout you’ll 
be working your entire 
shoulder using 4 giant 
sets with crazy high 
volume. The amount of 

reps are increasing from workout to 
workout. 
 
Today we’ll be doing a crazy, super 
high volume shoulder workout that is 
sure to make you look bigger after just 
one workout. 
 
y-preSSeS 
During this exercise make sure the 
movement comes from the shoulders. 
You are always working outside of 90 
degrees for this exercise. 
 
incline front raiSeS 
This exercise will have us moving 
through a 12-15 rep range. With 30 
seconds rest between each set. Make 
sure you are moving through the full 
range of motion with this one. Con-
tract against the resistance.

Big
shOulDers

Fight for those inches
at the top!

This workout will get
you some very rewarding

gains.

How to gEt biggEr sHouldErs 
in 4 Easy movEs using tHis
advancEd sHouldEr workout

- ExERCISE -      - SERIES -     - REPS -

Y-PRESS  4       10-12 
(3010 tempo 15s rest) 

INCLINE FRONT RAISES 4       12-25 
(2010 tempo 30s rest)   

PRONE LATERAL RAISES 4        15-20  
(1010 tempo 45s rest) 

MILITARY PRESS  4       20-25 
(1010 tempo 60s rest) 

 *On military presses make sure you aren‘t bouncing the 
weight up and use your shoulders the whole time.

Note the importance of partial reps. If you think 
you can’t do the full range of motion, keep it 
short and rep it out!

WOrKOut
 
prone lateral raiSeS 
With this exercise our rep range 
is increasing to 15-20 reps along 
with our rest time between sets 
(45 seconds). Make your elbows 
are a slave to your shoulders and 
by default your wrist becomes 
a slave to your elbow. Your 
shoulders initiate and the rest 
follows. Only go where you can 
access controllably. 
 
Military preSS 
The military press will absolutely 
blast your shoulders. This 20-
25 rep range will decimate the 
muscle fibres. Make sure not to 
bounce with your legs to keep it 
all on the delts! 
 
 
 

one pro tip 
  wHEn DoIng DElt raISES - SIDE/front

Don’t stop at the bottom of the movement because the resistance is going 
through your joints at that point. Stop half way to keep resistance on the muscle

When exhausted make
sure you use

partials to exhaust 
the full range of

motion!



How to lose 
body fat is 
something 
every body-
builder and/

or fitness enthusiast wants 
to know! If you want to get 
ripped to shreds strive to do 
this workout for 10+ rounds 

with 135lbs. Complexes are 
great for losing body fat, 
but you also need to make 
sure you’re maximizing all 12 
anabolic targets if you want 
to bust through your current 
plateau.  
 
 

If you want a free guide for 
on how to avoid plateaus 
permanently check out:  
 
http://vdflink.com/vsonc

- ExERCISE -      - REPS -   - WEIGHT -

b a r b E l l  c o m p l E x

MILITARY PRESS  10      65 lbs 

FRONT SqUAT  10       65 lbs   

BENT OVER ROW   10      65 lbs   

DEADLIFT  10       65 lbs  

BACk SqUAT  10      65 lbs 

*Perform as many rounds as you can within 20 minutes

*Start with 65lbs and add 10lbs per week

*Perform this once per week

WOrKOut

For deadlifts use a snatch grip 
keeping a very wide grip on 

the barbell.

For the barbell row to waist. 
keep the trunk forward and 

hips back with elbows out and sim-
ply pull into the waist by pulling the 
elbows up to the ceiling.

1

2

The goal here to do as many 
rounds as you can in 20 min-

utes. Every week we aim to do more 
and more rounds. We are also trying 
to increase the amount of weight we 
are moving each week. The goal here 
is to do 10+ rounds with 135lbs. 

3

 BarBell
cOMplexes

Pro Tips

ThiS iS exTreMe
BarBell   
cardio

10x More eFFecTiVe   
Than cardio



- ExERCISE -        

w o r k o u t  1

HANGING GARHAMMERS  

SWISS BALL PIkES     

ECCENTRIC ACCENTUATED CABLE CRUNCHES

PLANk

w o r k o u t  2

DECLINE SIT UPS   

ROLL OUTS

V UPS 

SIDE PLANk  
 
*Rest 1 minute between exercises and repeat for 4 
rounds.

Only go as far as you can. If you feel the tension 
coming off your abs don’t go any lower. Maintain 

this tension throughout the whole movement.

keep your spine extended and chest up while you 
shorten your abdominals. keep that tension on 

under the belt line.

1

2

You don’t need to do a lot of reps to work abs! 
It’s all about quality. Most people let the ten-

sion move across their body and they don’t end up working 
abs. keep your range of motion to somewhere that you are 
comfortable with. (qUALITY OVER qUANTITY)

3

rippeD aBs

Hhere 
are two 
fantas-
tic ab 
work-

outs for you to try! 
In this brand new 
muscle camp Vince 
shows you how to 
keep the tension on 
your abs the entire 
time during your ab 
exercises. This will 
not only give you 
ripped abs and a 
solid core, but will 
also help prevent 
problems such as 
lower back pain. 
 
 

how to perforM the 
workoutS 
Rotate between 
these ab workouts 
throughout the 
week, and work your 
abs up to 6 days 
during the week. 
You should notice a 
dramatic difference 
on your abs with the 
increased frequency.
 
the proBleM with 
MoSt aBDoMinal 
workoutS 
The problem with 
the fitness indus-
try today is that 
it’s monkey see, 
monkey do. Let’s 

use a magazine for 
example. What do 
you see for exercise 
demonstrations? It’s 
a start point and an 
endpoint, so to the 
person who knows 
nothing about ten-
sion, isolation, and 
initiating with the 
working movement, 
they say how do I 
get from point A to 
point B? They will 
figure out how to 
do it but it doesn’t 
mean they are doing 
it correctly and tar-
getting the correct  
muscle group.

“The SecreT To Six Pack aBS iS 
qualiTy oVer quanTiTy”



T his workout 
will teach you 
how to build 
huge legs. 
I consider 
this one of 

the toughest and best leg 
workouts on the planet be-
cause it hits all the muscle 
fibers in your legs in a very 
short period of time using 
a variety of rep ranges. 
This is one of those work-
outs where you get a HUGE 
bang for your buck. 
 
The warm up will be such 
that your first work set is 
a 6 rep MAx you should not 
be able to do a 7th rep.  
 
Basically this is one badass 

43 rep set. This work-
out requires an enormous 
amount of concentration 
and focus and a BIG set of 
BALLS.  
 
workout StrategieS 
 
heelS elevateD DB SquatS 
Don’t stand up, think about 
hips moving forward and 
back. Contract the quads, 
contract the muscle.  
 
SquatS with chainS 
Push the floor away from 
you and focus on quality 
over quantity. keep your 
chin neutral. 
 
 
 

legs day workouT

- exercise -      - rePs -         - sets -
group 1 - Quads 
squats w/ chains 6               4
lunGes  12               4
leG extensiOns 25                4
group 2 - hips (haMsTrings, gluTes, lower Back)
traP Bar DeaDliFt 6                                        4
Glute ham raises 12               4
heels elevateD  25               4 
  
 
*4 rOunDs 3 minutes rest
week By week proTocol
week 1 - 2 rOunDs
week 2 - 3 rOuns
week 3 - 4 rOunDs
week 4 - 2 rOunDs But increase lOaD 

?

DumBBell squats

how to get

huge legs

Tips for performing each exercise 
continued

lunges
think about moving forward on the 
way down with a big stride.  

leg exTensions                           
keep straight lines in your knees, 
hips and ankles. the motion 
should be continual (no pause).          

Trap Bar deadlifT 
Grip the bar hard and contract hard 
to feel this exercise.  
 



2 exercsises for 

Big TricePS 
we’ve all done these before but what is new 
is how to do them, how to shorten the muscle, 
how to contract it, and how to take it through 
its natural arc in a full range of motion. 
 
BarBell skullcrushers 
we‘ve all done barbell skullcrushers before 
but we are really emphasizing how to do them 
correctly. with skullcrushers we want to set 
the posts and keep your elbows in. Biceps 
facing behind you and triceps facing forward. 
the key to doing these correctly is to have 
healthy  external rotators. if your elbows 
happen to flare out during this exercise you 
are trashing the elbow joint and are an injury 
waiting to happen. at the top of the movement 
keep extending until your triceps are fully 
contracted, squeezing the muscle! this is key!  
Your tricpes should feel like they are 
cramping. almost a scary uncomfortable kind 
of cramp. thats your nervous system waking 
up recruiting new muscle fibers.  
 
sTraighT Bar pressdowns 
in this exercise we are doing the same as 
before, setting the posts. what we are trying 

to do is bring the bar down all the 
way through your body. we take 
a wide grip, as a close one is an 
injury waiting to happen.  when 
you become an advanced trainer 
it‘s the little subtleties that make 

all the difference. we are focusing 
on maximal contraction.  the key 
is to shorten the tricep as much as 
possible to get maximal contraction! 
we want great technique not good 
technique. 

set the  
pOst! 

setting the post is the 
key to doing these ex-
ercises correctly. We are  
focusing on maximal 
contraction. The main 
cue here is to set the 
shoulder to the elbow as 
a post. When we move 
we want a great range 
of motion, not a good 
one. We are extending 
the tricep until it cramps! 
That is the cue!

Form 
Cheating is bad

Once you start cheat-
ing on your form during 
the rep it’s like investing 
in a bad stock. It’s like 
you are chasing pennies. 
Focus on the dollar bills.

a s  s O O n  a s  y O u r  b O d y  s Ta r T s

c h a n g I n g  p O s I T I O n  T O  c O M p l e T e  

T h e  r e p  y O u  a r e  d O n e .  T h e r e  I s  n O

M O r e  b e n e F I T  a n d  T h e r e  I s  T O O  M u c h

r I s k  F O r  V e r y  l I T T l e  r e T u r n . 

hard workouT  
V aT I O n e  V O l u p TaT e M

 WOrkOuT                      seTs  reps
eXercIse 1 
 Barbell Skullcrushers             4 (8, 8) 
75s Rest 3011 Tempo
eXercIse 2

Straight Bar Pressdowns        4 (8,8) 
75s Rest 3011 Tempo
 

the secret tO 
BuilDing Big 

triceps 
In this muscle camp Vince takes the camp through 2 

exercises for building big tricpes. The goal is here 
is to emphasize how to do these exercises cor-

rectly.



- ExERCISE -                       - REPS -            - REST-               - SETS -

A1 - GLUTE HAM SIT UPS              10-12                 10S            3-4

A2 - HANGING LEG RAISES              10-12                 10S            3-4

A3 - SUPPORTED LEG RAISES         12-15  10S            3-4

A4 - BICYCLE CRUNCHES               12-15  10S            3-4

A5 - MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS               30S   10S            3-4

*Rest 10 seconds between exercises 

*Rest 60 seconds between rounds

*Repeat for 20-25 minutes

aBs WOrKOut

Abs are a posterial muscle. This means 
they are primarily slow twitch in na-
ture. This means they can take a lot 
of volume and a lot of fatigue. We are 
going to go through 5 exercises con-

tinuously. This is how fitness models get ready 
for a shoot. Sometimes they will do this circuit 
at the beginning of workout because the abs are 
the prioriy.  
 
how thiS workS 
We are going to spend 30 seconds on each exer-
cise with 15 seconds rest between for 20 min-
utes. Add these 5 exercises to your workouts and 
start sculpting out your six pack! 

 aB exerciSeS
 To reVeal
your Six Pack

tipS for rippeD aBS 
ItS all aboUt MaxIMal contractIon

When doing any of these ab exercises we want 
to go for full extension and full flexion. Further  
we want to always be shortening the muscle, 
then extending fully. The key is to go for maxi-
mal contraction. At the end of a rep, contract as 
much as possible.

 killer5



Any monkey can get lean. The question is can 
you hold on to your muscle. Can you have 

shape? Can you look good? Can you look aes-
thetic at the end of your transformation? Most 

guys back themselves into a calorie corner. 
We focus on energy output.  Let’s burn the 

fat off your body.  Let’s not starve the fat off 
the body. This workout can be added at the 

end of your hypertrophy or strength workout 
without reducing calroies.  

  how ThiS workS
 The workout will last for 10 minutes. In 10 

minutes you have to  complete as many rounds 
as you can with these 3 exercises.  These 3 

exercises are the: kettlebell swing, the knee 
to bag and the battle ropes. 

how oFTen ? 
Absolutely no more than 2x a week to begin. 

If you need a third then it means you’re sand 
bagging it. You can do this at the end of your 

workouts. The key to the exercise selection 
are movements you are inefficient at. Avoid 

movements you do in your muscle building 
workouts. Try some new exercises or move-

ments that will make your heart bounce out of 
your chest. Remember! Maximal fat  burning 
is all about choosing exercises and workouts 

that make you inefficient!

- ExERCISE -                   - REPS -         - TIME -

E x E r c i s E  1

kETTLEBELL SWINGS                 15           10 min 

E x E r c i s E  2 

kNEE TO BAG kICkS                  15          10 min 

E x E r c i s E  3

DOUBLE ARM BATTLE ROPES         15           10 min 

*Perform as many rounds as you can in 10 minutes

*Perform this Series 2x a week

want to losE bElly fat fastEr?
fat loss dEmands inEfficinEcy

EfficiEncy is tHE EnEmy to
 maximal fat loss

Insane fat loss fInIsher



Muscle Camp 

Toronto 
3 new wOrkOuts

5 new GuYs

1 unforgeTTaBle DaY

 Muscle Camp Toronto was the highlight of the
 year  bringing together 5 new guys with 3

 incredible workouts for 1 unforgettable day

 a killer quad workout for
Mass

 The day started off with a dynamic lower body
 workout preparing everyone for the intense
 legs workout to come. It was going to be an

 intense day on the pain train. The first workout
 challenged each of the guys like they have never
 been pushed before. Vince started with a brutal
 3 exercise quad focused workout. This workout

 decimated the quads and pushed everyone to their
       limit

Bigger, wider Shoulders in 24 
Seconds

 
Workout #2 of Muscle Camp Toronto challenged 

the guys in a completely new way. This shoulders 
workout for mass emphasized an excruciating 24 

second negative on each rep.  

Strength circuits for fat loss 
 

Workout #3 of Muscle Camp pushed each of the 
guys to their max. This killer fat burning workout 
forced each of the guys to dig deep and keep their 
heads in the game after 2 intense workouts in the 

same day   

Vince demonstrates for 
the guys the proper  

form and technique of the 
front squat.

!

10

Some alternative train-
ing methods even su-

prise Vince!
!

The hack squat was one 
of the most challenging 

quad exercises of the day
!
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The 3 MosT 
effecTive 
Quad 
exercises 
Back sQuaTs
for a heels elevated 
back squat the height to 
start with is debateable. 
it’s something you are 
going to want to play 
with on your own. some 
people say the higher 
you go the more knee 
issues but that’s not 
the case for everyone. 
for most guys 2.5-5lbs 
is good. heels elevated 
helps achieve more 
knee flexion to develop 
the part of the quad 
most guys are lacking 

fronT  sQuaTs
The first thing you want 
to do is to find a place to 
rest the bar. a good place 
to rest the bar is usually 
on the front of the del-
toids. That’s where the 
most meat is and that’s 
where it is most com-
fortable. pull the bar 
close to your throat for 
good form. you don’t 
want the bar to start fal-
ing forward. as it gets 
heavier that can happen. 
find a stance that allows 
you to get nice and deep 
and then just sink into 
the hole. Think about 
pushing your hips back 
and keep your neck neu-
tral through the exercise 

hack  sQuaTs
ideally we want to use a 
foot position we haven’t 
used for the front or the 
back squats. we want to 
find a place to get maxi-
mal quad contraction. 
control the motion for 
the each rep. 

keep The Tension on 
The Quads Through 
The enTire MoTion!

Are you 
ready to go 
from  
“kid-quads”  
to  
 

“quadzilla”? In this quad 
workout for mass you’ll 

be doing some of the most 
difficult exercises focused on 

building those massive pillars. If 
you want to have the biggest legs 

in the gym, you have to do what most 
people are afraid to do or won’t do.  

 
 
no excuSeS! 
 
If you fear doing a difficult leg workout, you 
must do it! PERIOD. No excuses 
 
It’s the only way you’re going to get tree 
trunk legs. I’m tired of seeing guys with 

huge bodies and scrawny legs. If you want 
BIGGER, stronger legs with full seperation, 
you need to start doing your leg workouts 
and these three exercises are a great place 
to start.  
 
These exercises emphasize the negatives. All 
the research points to the negative portion 
of the movement being correlated most to 
muscle growth. 
 
it’S tiMe to Man up! 
 
I’ve been in this industry for 12 years now. 
I’ve trained with and learned from some of 
the brightest minds in the fitness industry. 
Through blood, sweat, pain and puke, I’ve 
created this leg workout that will turn you 
into qUADZILLA. It’s time to man up and pack 
some mass onto those legs.  
 
Let’s go!

eMPhaSize The negaTiVe
 this quad workout  is focused on keeping the
 tension on throughout the entire range of
 motion with a focus on the negatives.

conTrol iS key
 control is the currency of muscle growth! if
 you can‘t control the weight through the entire
range of motion you risk an injury

Get Bigger Quads in  
3 Moves

- ExERCISE -   - SETS - - REPS -    - REST -

E x E r c i s E  1

BARBELL FRONT SqUAT 8 4-6       3-4 min

E x E r c i s E  2

HEELS ELEVATED   5 6-8      2-3 min 
BARBELL BACk SqUAT

E x E r c i s E  3

HACk SqUAT MACHINE  5 6-8      90 s  



BiggerWider 
Shoudlers

Want to take your shoulder workout to the next level? Checkout this shoulder 
workout routine and see how these exercises can help build round cut shoulders!

MaSSive DeltS 
 
Big round delts turn average looking 
physiques into Greek God physiques 
and attract the opposite sex like 
no other. How would you like to 
learn the smarter way to train your 
shoulders to pack on mass quicker 
than your fellow gym buddies? 
That’s exactly what we’ll be teach-
ing you in this shoulder workout for 
mass.  
 
negativeS for MaSS 
 
This is a fun and highly effective 
shoulder workout routine with 

some unique shoulder exercise 
techniques. We are going to be 
emphasizing the negative (eccen-
tric) portion of the movement. That 
way we signal our delts to grow 
in the first 2 shoulder exercises. If 
your goal is to gain size the most 
important thing is to accentuate the 
negative portion of the movement.  
  
how to Do 24  
SeconD negativeS 
 
On the negative portion of the 
shoulder press you will hold the bar 
for 8 seconds at 3 different posi-
tions contracting your shoulders as 

- ExERCISE -  - SETS - - REPS - - TEMPO & REST -

BARBELL SHOULDER PRESS 6 4-6    24-0x0 (3 min)  

LATERAL RAISES  6  4-6     80x0 (1-2 min) 

BENT OVER CABLE RAISE 4 12-15       2020 (1 min) 

STANDING CABLE RAISE 4  12-15       2020 (1 min) 

WOrKOut

hard as possible.  We aren’t just daydreaming when 
holding the bar.  
 
position 1: At the top of the movement  (8s) 
position 2: At the bridge of the nose  (8s) 
position 3: Just underneath the chin  (8s) 
 
Then drive the bar up and repeat for 4-6 reps.

24
 seconds
per reP 

Since each rep will last 24 seconds load selection will be much different.
The load we will use will be much lighter than you are normally used to 
using. The way you grow is by increasing the TIME UNDER TENSION!

!



get ripped 
&  

Stay Big!

STrengTh circuiT 
7 5  r e p s  ( 4 5  s e c O n d s  r e s T )

 eXercIse reps  resT
 Leg Press  75 45s
 Pull Ups  75 45s
 Back Extension  75 45s
 Bench Press 75 45s

Want to build mus-
cle and lose fat 
at the same time? 
Enter: Strength 
Circuits. These 

are not your mom and dads version of 
circuit training which is often confused 
with “girly” workout routines and light 
weights and high reps. Circuit training 

workouts like that are USELESS and in 
this workout you’ll learn how to build 
muscle and how to lose fat! 
 
Strength circuits are my newest tool 
for getting RIPPED and staying BIG i.e. 
stripping the fat off without losing 
your hard earned muscle tissue. 
This circuit training workout is a fierce, 

fat burning strength workout that 
features a blend of bodybuilding moves 
to ramp up the metabolism, activate 
the core, and target all of the major 
muscle groups of the body to ignite 
your calorie burning potential.  
 

 Strength 
circuitS
gEt rIppED anD Stay bIg

In this workout we will work 
through 4 exercises moving 
exercise to exercise until 
you acheive 75 reps with 
each exercise. The caveat 
is that we are starting with 
a 15 rep max. Make a note 
of the reps. Once you hit 75 
reps for an exercise you can 
drop it out of the circuit. 
Between each exercise you 
can rest 45 seconds. Every 
set you are   going after 
as many reps as  possible.   
 
75 reps to get Shredded   
 
Pullups is the hardest ex-
ercise in the circuit . Per-
forming 75 pullups in this 
circuit will completely ex-
haust the muscle fibres.  
Most guys are gonna find 
that this exercise takes  the 
longest to get 75 reps on.  
 
how to uSe thiS circuit 
 
Do this 1 time  at the end of 
the week. Start at 50 reps 
and move up each week 
until you can hit 75 reps . 
 

We are burning up as 
many calories as possible 

during the workout. 

We are training in a way 
that also burns up the 

most amount of calories after 
the workout is over

1

2

This workout serves 2 purposes 

goals

  This  is a Total of 300 reps  
using relatively heavy weights 

using compound exercises.  it‘s a big 

Bang for your Buck“



1
MilliOn

To RESERVE 
A Spot At 
A Future 

MUSCLE CAMP
Contact VINCE at 

personal@vincedelmontefitness.com

suBscriBe tO 

vince’s youTuBe channel 

tO watch a new ePisODe OF

 Muscle caMp everY 

weDnesDaY  

sKinny
guys

Please Share This Report With Your Friends  

So We Can Help 1 Million Skinny Guys  

Build Rock-Solid, Life-Changing Muscle  

By The Year 2020


